
Celebrating Black History in Canada 
THROUGH TESSELLATION AND PORTRAITURE
Art 9 & Art 11 with Ms. Le Blanc

NWSS Art students researched prominent figures from Black 
History in Canada, representing their contributions in black and 
white tessellation patterns and portraits.  Equal parts ‘black’ and 
‘white’ in these art works is also meant to draw attention to the 
often Eurocentric-lens that is so often applied when discussing 
the history of our country and land – challenging our outdated 
narrative by featuring People of Colour (POC) and Black 
Canadians in an equally starring role. These students 
demonstrated commitment to representing their subject of 
choice through thoughtful imagery and artist statements.
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What is tessellation? 
A tessellation is a specific shape designed to be repeated into a pattern. These shapes can ‘fit’ in or up against each other to create a 
synthesized effect without any gaps or spaces (kind of like a puzzle!) For these works, students designed their tessellation shapes to reflect 
the contributions and achievements of the person/persons they were researching for Black History Month in Canada. Their patterns are 
successful whether the use of space is in black or white. The goal was to dive deep into their research and develop an image beyond one’s 
occupation or typical association, to not only identify their achievements, but to recognize and celebrate them. 

Senior students (and some grade 9s) also drew out portraits of their chosen person/groups. Students have practised mark-making, light 
and shadow, proportions and form through drawing. They’ve applied these skills in capturing the portraits of their subject, aligned with a 
tessellation pattern to remind our audience that these faces have made significant and specific contributions to our country’s Black history. 

Why does the pattern alternate black and white?
Students have alternated their tessellation patterns in both black and white to visually represent ‘equality’ - by alternating black & white 
between ‘positive/negative’ space, ‘black’ is no longer only ‘negative’ space, and ‘white’ is no longer ‘positive’ space. The concept of ‘tone’ 
(black or white) representing positive or negative aspects is cancelled – resulting in equal balance.  

Many of the individuals featured in this work advocated for fair treatment in Canada, the United States, in parliament, in the community -
no matter one’s race, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, nationality or gender.  Equal parts black and white in these art works is also 
meant to draw attention to the often Eurocentric-lens that is so often applied when discussing the history of our country and land – thus 
challenging our outdated narrative by featuring People of Colour (POC) and Black Canadians in an equally starring role.  

Please read each student’s artist statement next to their work to learn more about Black History in Canada! 




































